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Introducing Nameofthelord777 
Ministry Short History and Focus

Short History of our Ministry we are non denominational Self funded
Ministry. We started in 2013 January with two branches one in
Mandaue Cebu and the other in Palawan Philippines. We Seek to
reach the Lost and edify the Saved through the PROMOTION OF BIBLE
READING AND SCRIPTURE MEMORIZATION. We also have a Bible
Teaching Ministry with Practical Edifying You Tube Power point studies
of Various Topics Relevant to the Bible and Christian Living. Our
Emphasis is to prepare and alert the World’s Christians to the
imminent danger in our perilous End Times and the fact that all signs
point to Tribulation and at its end the Rapture. Nameofthelord777
Ministry can be contacted in Philippines by cells
09998461315/09497715707 you can contact us easier by our email
Nameofthelord777@yahoo.com.



David, God Revealed this Study on Ebola on your Birthday 
December 28,2014. Twenty two years after your death which 

was meant for evil but God has used it for Good!!!

suicide could have been saved if he knew
the info on our back masking Study. The
satanic messages on the music. Is a
technique is one of Satan's ways to
control the masses in the End Times. In
your death God has done amazing
things.ie Mom became a super prayer
warrior and scripture memorizer , and
God has made me a Missionary in the
Philippines and for the End times. I give
you tribute for living your body and
suffering like Christ for the same 33
years. I'm now on a mission to expose
the NWO and prepare for the return Of
Jesus Christ!!! Thank you David and Dad
for your lives were not wasted!!!

David and my father are pictured here.
They both were humbled by a mental
Illness that debilitated them. Making
them only a shadow of who they were
and their potential. However Our Studies
on Daniels Diet revealed the solution to
their illness so others need not be
controlled by this disease. The NWO drug
companies don’t want the simple Niacin-
Vitamin solution to surface because they
can not profit from that. David you
would feel pride if you knew all God has
revealed associated to the music you use
to listen to. I.e. Alice Cooper and
Demonic oriented music groups. In
hindsight your Junior High friend (forgot
name?) who committed





Nameofthelord777 Ministry

“Ebola Cure is Natural 
and Easy-NWO has an 

agenda of Fear and Take 
over of World”

This is the short version for general public
If you want to see the long version with many references and

you tubes let us know via email at nameofthelord777@yahoo.com



Ebola creates fear that people would not 
hesitate to take the vaccine….



Map of Ebola



Ebola Hysteria



Ebola Virus



Increasing the Hype to Cause Panic!!! 
(We Need NOW to control the new world portrayed to us by all the false 

flag propaganda. i.e. race problems, one world religion, Ebola, Sars
Infectious disease, etc.)



Increasing the hype to cause panic in America by 
continually showing men in suits burying 

victims!!!



Bad people and companies 
behind Ebola



Ebola virus vaccine



New World Order Agenda



Ebola is a massive deception!!!



Ebola and New world order conspiracy take 
over Africa where 90% of all diamonds and 



Ebola NWO  agenda to take control of world by 
causing fear and then they are the only solution.



Ebola NWO  agenda to take control of world by 
causing fear and then they are the only solution.



Ebola NWO  agenda to take control of world by 
causing fear and then they are the only solution.



Ebola NWO  agenda to take control of world by 
causing fear and then they are the only solution.



Causing Panic and fear in America so NWO can 
gain control as the only solution. i.e. Ebola Isis etc.



Why does the CDC own a 
patent on Ebola 

'invention?'



The U.S. Centers for Disease Control owns a 
patent on a particular strain of Ebola known as 

"EboBun." It's patent No. CA2741523A1

(Natural News) The U.S. Centers for Disease Control owns a patent on a
particular strain of Ebola known as "EboBun." It's patent No.
CA2741523A1 and it was awarded in 2010. You can view it here. (Thanks
to Natural News readers who found this and brought it to our attention.)

Patent applicants are clearly described on the patent as including:

The Government Of The United States Of America As Represented By The
Secretary, Department Of Health & Human Services, Center For Disease
Control.

The patent summary says, "The invention provides the isolated human
Ebola (hEbola) viruses denoted as Bundibugyo (EboBun) deposited with
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ("CDC"; Atlanta, Georgia,
United States of America) on November 26, 2007 and accorded an
accession number 200706291."



The U.S. Centers for Disease Control owns a 
patent on a particular strain of Ebola known as 

"EboBun." It's patent No. CA2741523A1

It goes on to state, "The present invention is based upon the isolation and
identification of a new human Ebola virus species, EboBun. EboBun was
isolated from the patients suffering from hemorrhagic fever in a recent
outbreak in Uganda."

It's worth noting, by the way, that EboBun is not the same variant
currently believed to be circulating in West Africa. Clearly, the CDC needs
to expand its patent portfolio to include more strains, and that may very
well be why American Ebola victims have been brought to the United
States in the first place. Read more below and decide for yourself...

Harvesting Ebola from victims to file patents

From the patent description on the EboBun virus, we know that the U.S.
government:

1) Extracts Ebola viruses from patients.

2) Claims to have "invented" that virus.



From the patent description on the EboBun virus, we know that the U.S.
government:

3) Files for monopoly patent protection on the virus.

To understand why this is happening, you have to first understand what a
patent really is and why it exists. A patent is a government-enforced
monopoly that is exclusively granted to persons or organizations. It allows
that person or organization to exclusively profit from the "invention" or
deny others the ability to exploit the invention for their own profit.

It brings up the obvious question here: Why would the U.S. government
claim to have "invented" Ebola and then claim an exclusively monopoly
over its ownership?

U.S. Government claims exclusive ownership over its "invention" of Ebola

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control owns a 
patent on a particular strain of Ebola known as 

"EboBun." It's patent No. CA2741523A1



The "SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION" section of the patent document also
clearly claims that the U.S. government is claiming "ownership" over all
Ebola viruses that share as little as 70% similarity with the Ebola it
"invented":

...invention relates to the isolated EboBun virus that morphologically and
phylogenetically relates to known members filoviridae... In another
aspect, the invention provides an isolated hEbola EboBun virus comprising
a nucleic acid molecule comprising a nucleotide sequence selected from
the group consisting of: a) a nucleotide sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:
1; b) a nucleotide sequence that hybridizes to the sequence set forth in
SEQ ID NO: 1 under stringent conditions; and c) a nucleotide sequence
that has at least 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 96%, 97%, 98%, or 99%
identity to the SEQ ID NO:

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control owns a 
patent on a particular strain of Ebola known as 

"EboBun." It's patent No. CA2741523A1



1. In another aspect, the invention provides the complete genomic
sequence of the hEbola virus EboBun.

Ebola vaccines and propagation

The CDC patent goes on to explain it specifically claims patent protection
on a method for propagating the Ebola virus in host cells as well as
treating infected hosts with vaccines:

In another aspect, the invention provides a method for propagating the
hEbola virus in host cells comprising infecting the host cells with the
inventive isolated hEbola virus described above, culturing the host cells to
allow the virus to multiply, and harvesting the resulting virions.

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control owns a 
patent on a particular strain of Ebola known as 

"EboBun." It's patent No. CA2741523A1



No medical reason to bring Ebola to the United 
States

In another aspect, the invention provides vaccine preparations, comprising
the inventive hEbola virus, including recombinant and chimeric forms of
the virus, nucleic acid molecules comprised by the virus, or protein
subunits of the virus. The invention also provides a vaccine formulation
comprising a therapeutically or prophylactically effective amount of the
inventive hEbola virus described above, and a pharmaceutically
acceptable carrier.

No medical reason to bring Ebola to the United States

This patent may help explain why Ebola victims are being transported to
the United States and put under the medical authority of the CDC. These
patients are carrying valuable intellectual property assets in the form of
Ebola variants, and the Centers for Disease Control clearly desires to
expand its patent portfolio by harvesting, studying and potentially
patenting new strains or variants.



No medical reason to bring Ebola to the United 
States

Dr. Bob Arnot, an infectious disease specialist who spent time on the
ground in developing nations saving lives, recently told Judge Jeanine,
"There is no medical reason to bring them here, especially when you see
how well Dr. Bradley was." (2)

There is, however, an entirely different reason to bring Ebola patients to
America: so they can be exploited for medical experiments, military
bioweapons harvesting or intellectual property claims.

Surely, medical authorities at Emory University and the CDC are working
hard to save the lives of the two patients who have been transported to
the U.S. But they are also pursuing something else at the same time: an
agenda of isolating, identifying and patenting infectious disease agents for
reasons that we can only imagine.

Only hoping to save lives?

On one hand, it's worth pointing out that the CDC's patent on Ebola is at
least partially focused on methods for screening for Ebola and treating
Ebola victims with drugs or vaccines. This seems like a worthwhile
precaution against an infectious disease that clearly threatens lives.



Does the CDC hope to collect a royalty on Ebola 
vaccines? Is it looking to "invent" more variants 

and patent those too?

On the other hand, why the patent? Patenting Ebola seems as odd as
trying to patent cancer or diabetes. Why would a government organization
claim to have "invented" this infectious disease and then claim a
monopoly over its exploitation for commercial use?

Does the CDC hope to collect a royalty on Ebola vaccines? Is it looking to
"invent" more variants and patent those too?

Make no mistake that billions of dollars in profits are at stake in all this.
Shares of Tekmira surged over 11% last Friday as pressure was placed on
the FDA to fast-track Ebola vaccine trials the company has set up. "Health
campaigners have started a petition which has already been signed by
approximately 15,500 people on change.org pressurizing FDA to approve
the drug in the minimum possible time frame," reports BidnessEtc.com.
(3)



Does the CDC hope to collect a royalty on Ebola 
vaccines? Is it looking to "invent" more variants 

and patent those too?

Carefully scripted medical theater

With this, we start to see the structure of the elaborate medical theater
coming together: A global pandemic panic, a government patent, the
importation of Ebola into a major U.S. city, an experimental vaccine, the
rise of a little-known pharmaceutical company and a public outcry for the
FDA to fast-track the vaccine.

If Act II stays on course, this medical theater might someday involve a
"laboratory accident" in a U.S. lab, the "escape" of Ebola into the
population, and a mandatory nationwide Ebola vaccination campaign that
enriches Tekmira and its investors while positioning the CDC with its virus
patents as the "savior of the American people."

Yes, we've heard this music before, but the last time around it was called
Swine Flu.

The formula is always the same: create alarm, bring a vaccine to market,
then scare governments into buying billions of dollars worth of vaccines
they don't need.



Natural cure for Ebola and reason this will 
never come to AMERICA!!!

Jim Stone, August 1, 2014

This is a lengthy article, DO NOT SURFACE READ. The actual treatment for
ebola which will virtually eliminate fatalities, as revealed by a doctor who
has worked with ebola, is below.

Consider this: The elite would never release a plague without an easy
cure, and along with this ebola outbreak an American biowarfare firm has
been working in Sierra Leon for the last five years. Google that. Sierra Leon
has actually identified them as the perpetrators of this outbreak and
kicked them out of the country. There is absolutely no doubt this outbreak
was intentionally caused by the U.S. war department.

And if it is intentional, a cure is known. There would simply be no other
way to do business.

Here is the treatment, complete with MOA. This is a treatment and not a
cure, your immune system wipes out the virus, and the treatment gives
your immune system time to do it. Here is what Ebola does that is fatal:



Natural cure for Ebola and reason this will 
never come to AMERICA!!!

It causes the complete removal of all vitamin C from the body. No one
actually knows what mechanism is involved in doing this, other than a
malfunction that is not permanently destructive to whatever is triggered
to remove all vitamin C. All the researchers know is that vitamin C drops to
zero and all the symptoms of ebola are consistent with a complete loss of
vitamin C.

How do I know this? A doctor who has remained anonymous and has
worked with ebola victims has discovered this and sent it to this web site,
at last check this cannot be googled which confirms this doctor did not
just copy paste, SO POST IT EVERYWHERE; GET THIS OUT THERE, THE
TREATMENT FOR EBOLA WHICH WILL PREVENT DEATH IS KNOWN AND
THIS IS AN EMERGENCY REQUEST FOR MY READERS TO SPREAD THIS INFO
AND STOP THIS EBOLA ATTACK IN ITS TRACKS.



From an anonymous doctor:

Summary:

"The very first symptoms of ebola are exactly the same as scurvy, which is
caused by inadequate vitamin C. Though scurvy is seldom fatal as a
primary condition, scurvy also represents only a partial deficiency of
vitamin C, the body still has a LOT of vitamin C compared to zero, which
ebola causes. Absent ANY vitamin C, blood vessels become very weak and
start to lose blood, and platelets become ineffective and unable to trigger
clots. So death by ebola is caused by massive internal bleeding and loss of
blood, which can be stopped simply by taking enormous doses of vitamin
C until the immune system succeeds in killing off the virus."

Begin text:

Ebola is probably the best known of a class of viruses known as
hemorrhagic fever viruses. In fact, Ebola virus was initially recognized in
1976.

Natural cure for Ebola and reason this will 
never come to AMERICA!!!



Other less known but related viral syndromes include yellow fever, dengue
hemorrhagic fever, Rift Valley fever, Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever,
Kyasanur Forest disease, Omsk hemorrhagic fever, hemorrhagic fever with
renal syndrome, Hantavirus pulmonary syndrome, Venezuelan
hemorrhagic fever, Brazilian hemorrhagic fever, Argentine hemorrhagic
fever, Bolivian hemorrhagic fever, and Lassa fever. The Ebola virus
infection, also known as African hemorrhagic fever, has the distinction of
having the highest case-fatality rate of the viral infections noted above,
ranging from 53% to 88%.

These viral hemorrhagic fever syndromes share certain clinical features.
The Cecil Textbook of Medicine notes that these diseases are
characterized by capillary fragility, which translates to easy bleeding, that
can frequently lead to severe shock and death. These diseases also tend to
consume and/or destroy the platelets, which play an integral role in blood
clotting.

Natural cure for Ebola and reason this will 
never come to AMERICA!!!



The clinical presentation of these viral diseases is similar to scurvy, which
is also characterized by capillary fragility and a tendency to bleed easily.
Characteristic skin lesions develop, which are actually multiple tiny areas
of bleeding into the skin that surround the hair follicles. some cases even
include bleeding into already healed scars.

In the classic form of scurvy that evolves very slowly from the gradual
depletion of vitamin C body stores, the immune system will be sufficiently
compromised for infection to claim the patient’s life before the extensive
hemorrhage that occurs after all vitamin C stores have been completely
exhausted. Ebola virus and the other viral hemorrhagic fevers are much
more likely to cause hemorrhaging before any other fatal infection has a
chance to become established. This is because the virus so rapidly and
totally metabolizes and consumes all available vitamin C in the bodies of
the victims that an advanced stage of scurvy is literally produced after only
a few days of the disease.

Natural cure for Ebola and reason this will 
never come to AMERICA!!!



The scurvy is so complete that the blood vessels generally cannot keep
from hemorrhaging long enough to allow an infective complication to
develop. Also, the viral hemorrhagic fevers typically only take hold and
reach epidemic proportions in those populations that would already be
expected to have low body stores of vitamin C, such as is found in many of
the severely malnourished Africans. In such individuals, an infecting
hemorrhagic virus will often wipe out any remaining vitamin C stores
before the immune systems can get the upper hand and initiate recovery.
When the vitamin C stores are rapidly depleted by large infecting doses of
an aggressive virus, the immune system gets similarly depleted and
compromised. However, this point is largely academic after hemorrhaging
throughout the body has begun.

To date, no viral infection has been demonstrated to be resistant to the
proper dosing of vitamin C as classically demonstrated by Klenner.

Natural cure for Ebola and reason this will 
never come to AMERICA!!!



However, not all viruses have been treated with Klenner-sized vitamin C
doses, or at least the results have not been published. Ebola viral infection
and the other acute viral hemorrhagic fevers appear to be diseases that
fall into this category. Because of the seemingly exceptional ability of
these viruses to rapidly deplete vitamin C stores, even larger doses of
vitamin C would likely be required in order to effectively reverse and
eventually cure infections caused by these viruses.

Cathcart (1981), who introduced the concept of bowel tolerance to
vitamin C discussed earlier, hypothesized that Ebola and the other acute
viral hemorrhagic fevers may well require 500,000 mg of vitamin C daily to
reach bowel tolerance! Whether this estimate is accurate, it seems clear
as evidenced by the scurvy-like clinical manifestations of these infections
that vitamin C dosing must be vigorous and given in extremely high doses.
If the disease seems to be winning, then even more vitamin C should be
given until symptoms begin to lessen.

Natural cure for Ebola and reason this will 
never come to AMERICA!!!



Obviously, these are viral diseases that would absolutely require high
doses of vitamin C intravenously as the initial therapy. The oral
administration should begin simultaneously, but the intravenous route
should not be abandoned until the clinical response is complete. Death
occurs too quickly with the hemorrhagic fevers to be conservative when
dosing the vitamin C. (from Vitamin C, Infectious Diseases, and
Toxins:Curing the Incurable by Thomas E. Levy MD JD)

MY COMMENT: I may not be a doctor, but I am awful good with medical
topics, and this rings 100 percent true, IT IS THE MOA which if combined
with some of my medical knowledge, such as the fact that Broccoli is
absolutely excellent for assisting the clotting of blood, that the active
component of Noni (which is in pineapple juice) is strongly anti viral, and
that cures such as colloidal silver, while good for bacterial infections does
nothing for viruses, combine some real knowledge with what this doctor
says and it is highly probable that Ebola can be shrugged off as a mild case
of scurvy.

Natural cure for Ebola and reason this will 
never come to AMERICA!!!



Beware the current Colloidal Silver psy op, the actual cure for Ebola has
been given to this web site.

Colloidal silver is great stuff, and I have made gallons from a 1 ounce silver
bar myself. It works great for curing BACTERIAL infections and making
water safe to drink without the nasty taste of iodine. HOWEVER,
COLLOIDAL SILVER WILL DO NOTHING AGAINST VIRUSES, AND HUGE LIES
ARE BEING HATCHED RIGHT NOW TO MISGUIDE PEOPLE TO A FALSE
EBOLA CURE AND THE ALTERNATIVE MEDIA IS LAPPING IT UP

All curative agents have a mode of action, or MOA. And if anyone posting
medical cures does not know the MOA, they have no idea what they are
talking about. Colloidal silver has an MOA that has been known for many
decades, yet recently Google has been rigged to bury it with only articles
stating "the MOA is being explored and we think it is ___(then disinfo)"
and there has to be a reason why this is being done right now, at this point
in time with Ebola running amok.

Natural cure for Ebola and reason this will 
never come to AMERICA!!!



Here is how colloidal silver actually works (its MOA), with first an example:
Colloidal silver is to bacteria what cyanide is for all red blooded organisms. In red
blooded organisms, cyanide binds with hemoglobin in place of oxygen, and makes
it impossible for blood to carry oxygen. With enough cyanide, oxygen starvation
via cyanide bonded hemoglobin causes death.

Colloidal silver does the same for bacteria, it binds with the oxygen carriers in
bacteria permanently, causing bacteria to quickly die from oxygen starvation. This
is the MOA for colloidal silver, which has been clearly known practically forever.

VIRUSES HAVE NO METABOLIC PROCESSES WHICH REQUIRE AN OXYGEN CARRIER,
AND THEREFORE COLLOIDAL SILVER WILL BE COMPLETELY INEFFECTIVE AGAINST
EBOLA, do not let the misinformed in the alternative media fool you by saying
colloidal silver is effective against viruses in any way, colloidal silver is only useful
for treating secondary bacterial infections that move in after a preceeding viral
infection and in the case of ebola, there is not enough time for that to make a
difference.

It is extremely important to note that a HUGE psy op is underway to fake colloidal
silver as a cure for viruses and there HAS TO BE A REASON, DO NOT FALL FOR IT.

Natural cure for Ebola and reason this will 
never come to AMERICA!!!



Natural cure – Vitamin C. The Reason for Ebola is 
an agent of the NWO to cause FEAR!!!

• In short If you have a healthy immune system and good diet Ebola
will not phase you…

• NWO wants to cause panic.

• The reason Ebola scare is scary is because it is real. However the
reason it works in Africa is because the people are already
malnourished and no vitamin c in their bodies..

• I think the reason they let it go from the Gates funded site is two
fold. First to see about taking over the countries affected Diamond
Market.

• Secondly to cause a scare and false Flag to allow the NWO to take
control of America with everyone in a panic. Ie ebola, financial
collapse, Race wars, Isis overseas



Surprising solution for Ebola virus

Surprising solution for Ebola virus

Posted by: THOMAS E. LEVY, MD, JD in NATURAL CURES August 3, 2014 77
COMMENTS

(NaturalHealth365) Whether the infectious disease branch of
modern medicine is truly unaware or just does not want to admit they are
completely wrong on how to cure a viral syndrome remains a debatable
point. Certainly, their “find a vaccine for everything” approach to viruses is
not the answer.

Even if a vaccine could be introduced into the body without associated
toxins and severe side effects that was effective in decreasing the chances
of contracting a given viral infection, such an approach does absolutely
nothing for the individual who is already critically ill with an overwhelming
viral count in the body. And it does nothing for the individuals who
remained virus-free yet suffered debilitating side effects.



Surprising solution for Ebola virus

Can we say the obvious about vaccines?

Of course, no serious attempt has yet been made to detoxify VACCINES, and
no serious efforts have been made to allay the very real panoply of substantial
side effects that so many vaccines can inflict. Even truly effective vaccines, of
which there are not many, still do a substantial amount of harm to many
individuals who would never have contracted the given infection in the first
place.

The interests of the public health are never served by inflicting upon it an
array of medical conditions that would never have otherwise existed in the
name of preventing a given infection. To add to the concerns that so many
individuals have today toward infections that they are lead to believe have no
reliable treatments, Hollywood has contributed its own version of hysteria in
both TV and movies with the many stories of killer epidemics that are
somehow managed just in the nick of time to assure the happy ending.

In these movies, invariably, the epidemics are finally addressed with some
‘magical’ vaccine or antidote. A partial list of such movies includes Contagion,
Outbreak, Quarantine, Virus, and even one called Ebola Syndrome.



To date, not a single virus has been tested that is 
not inactivated (killed) by a large enough dose of 

VITAMIN C 

The Ebola virus can be destroyed naturally – despite what you’ve been
told

To date, not a single virus has been tested that is not inactivated (killed) by
a large enough dose of VITAMIN C (ascorbic acid). Many other antioxidants
have similar virucidal effects, but vitamin C appears uniquely to be of
greatest potency and clinical efficacy, as its simple chemical structure
allows for it to be disseminated throughout the body with little restriction.

As such, it is able to effectively address viral populations present in both
the intracellular and extracellular spaces. Other antioxidants have been
found to have higher ORAC (Oxygen Radical Absorbance Capacity) values –
measurements which are used to quantify the antioxidant capacity of
supplements (or foods). However, a virus can never be incapacitated by a
potent antioxidant if the chemical structure of that antioxidant does not
permit direct contact between the virus and the antioxidant.



To date, not a single virus has been tested that is 
not inactivated (killed) by a large enough dose of 

VITAMIN C 

Vitamin C is both very potent and optimally bioavailable in accessing any
viral infection.

Why is vitamin C so effective in killing viruses?

A primary way in which vitamin C destroys viruses, or sets them up for
destruction by the immune system, is by activating the ‘Fenton reaction’.
In a nutshell, this reaction can proceed inside the virus, inside cells in
which viruses are replicating, and on the surfaces of the viruses
themselves.

The result of this reaction that is stimulated by the presence of vitamin C,
one or more transition metal cations, and the local presence of peroxide is
the immediate production of hydroxyl radicals. These radicals are the most
reactive oxidizing agents ever identified. As such, they radically upregulate
oxidative stress and end up destroying whatever is in their immediate
environment.



To date, not a single virus has been tested that is 
not inactivated (killed) by a large enough dose of 

VITAMIN C 

The effects of vitamin C in “mopping up” after it inflicts its viral damage
are further supported by its potent and multifaceted support of the
immune system. There is no other substance that singularly does as much
to promote increased and strong immune function as vitamin C.

Among many other effects, VITAMIN C DIRECTLY STIMULATES INTERFERON
and antibody production, while effectively supercharging the functions of
the white blood cells by becoming very concentrated inside those cells.

To be balanced, it is also important to note that the effects of vitamin C on
chronic viral infections, such as chronic hepatitis, AIDS, or HIV-positive
states are less profound, as the virus works its way into physical locations
much less accessible by vitamin C than when the viral infections are acute.
Nevertheless, long-term, highly-dosed protocols of vitamin C often
completely control and even occasionally cure these diseases.



O.K. – let’s talk about the clinical results

The actual evidence showing what vitamin C has done and can continue to
do if properly utilized is there for anyone to see and review. THE ‘MULTI-C
PROTOCOL’ will reverse and cure any viral syndrome if secondary organ
damage has not already advanced too far. Even then, many cases that
would seem hopeless can still show dramatic clinical responses.

Review for yourself the incredible clinical results of Frederick Klenner, MD,
– who is truly the father of the clinical applications of vitamin C. Also,
check out the H1N1 patient in New Zealand who was going to be taken off
of life support when VITAMIN C FINALLY CAME TO THE RESCUE. (it’s the
1st video on the page)

A few more points about Ebola need to be considered…

This is a disease that spreads most effectively among populations that
have a substantially poorer nutritional status than is seen in the United
States and other well-fed populations around the world. Of course, any
exposure to a high enough titer of virus can allow an infection to “take
hold,” even in a well-nourished individual.



O.K. – let’s talk about the clinical results

Furthermore, it has been published that there are a substantial number of
individuals, often healthcare workers who treated Ebola patients, who
have a symptomless infection when exposed to Ebola virus. This further
supports the concept just mentioned that the nutritional status of the
exposed individuals is a very important consideration in determining the
likelihood of the infection proceeding to severe illness or even death.

My final crucial point about all this ‘hysteria’ …

Don’t worry. If Hollywood and the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) want
to induce the populations of the world into a full-blown panic, so be it. You
have the tools to prevent a virus like Ebola from ever setting up shop in
your body.

And if your prevention should fall short, resolution and cure is a simple
process, and it should occur for all but the most immune-challenged,
chronically ill, and malnourished individuals among us.



About the author: Thomas E. Levy, MD, JD is a 
board-certified internist and cardiologist.

About the author: Thomas E. Levy, MD, JD is a board-certified internist and
cardiologist. He is also bar-certified for the practice of law. He has written
extensively on the importance of eliminating toxins while bolstering
antioxidant defenses in the body, with particular focus on vitamin C.

His new book entitled Death by Calcium: Proof of the toxic effects of dairy
and calcium supplements is now available at amazon.com or
medfoxpub.com. In this new book, for the first time, Dr. Levy has
assembled extensive sections on his treatment protocols for cancer, heart
disease, osteoporosis, and other chronic degenerative diseases. As well,
this new book contains his detailed “Guide to the Optimal Administration
of Vitamin C.” His website is PEAKENERGY.COM
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Would like to thank you for taking your time

to see our study on 

“Ebola Cure is Natural and 
Easy-NWO has an agenda 
of Fear and Take over of 

World”

Nameofthelord777 
Ministry



Nameofthelord777 Ministry 
wants Thank you for your 

time…. 

May God bless us with Wisdom 
in these End Times and Peace  
to share the Gospel with the 

Lost.



Nameofthelord777 Ministries You 
Tube Studies Completed

• Tetrad Part 1 Will explain the supernatural events in the skys in 2014 and 
2015 pointing to major changes for Israel.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lgXTlAL4Tig

• Obama Study-Explains Obamas Evil Intentions for the World

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ms83rdGi5Js

• Spiritual Warfare Study-Learn how to be Successful in Life

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UDeiAbmCUNk

• Part 2 End Time Study- Giants and Pyramids in the Bible End Time 
Study Part 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yqkDxwxrEkE  

• Americas Fall -Obama and NWO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ynYqb7Uhk3c


